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Administrivia
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You all have started to work on your 
projects!
Due Thurs 4/27, 10am:

Assignment 3 — Introduction.

Progress Report I: 

Get started on your projects: 
some lightweight setup work 
determined by your CA

You have your research milestone 
plan and can start working!
Due Thurs 4/27, 10am:

Assignment 2, Part 4: 
Write up RW
Research milestone: 
mentor sign-off!
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Administrivia
197: Project members dropped?

Don’t worry! We will re-scope project + grading expectations so you’re not 
affected.

197: Newcomers
 We will give extensions to make up Week 1 and 2 assignments — please 
check with your CA!
Please check syllabus for grade breakdown, logistics, attendance policy, etc.
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Anonymous Feedback
Option 1: High-resolution course evaluation (polled by email)
Option 2: Go to course website; scroll to bottom
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Last time
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Problem motivation

Set up the bit

Flip the bit

Instantiate the bit

Evaluation

Broader Implications

Arguing a Research ProjectLiterature Search
Check for novelty

X ⟶ X′ 

Related Work: Argue for novelty

Introduction: Articulate your problem + solution



Today: How do we do research?
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Unknown 
Terrain

You



Today: How do we do research?
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Example
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Bit Flip

Instantiate the bit

We can use just a standard cell phone for activity tracking.

More accessible and can be just as effective.

We propose X, a prototype that can track walking and 
jogging.

Problem Activity tracking has important health applications, 
but it requires custom hardware.

But how?



Example
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Problem

Bit flip

Instantiate the bit

Audio classification and retrieval have important 
applications. CLIP shows promising results on learning 
image, text embeddings.

Add an audio embedding space to CLIP and leverage 
the power of CLIP for audio-related downstream tasks

We add an X audio encoder and train with a new trio 
loss between (image, text, audio).

But how?



What problem are we solving?
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“I’m feeling so lost.”

“I thought of an important reason 

that this won’t work.”
“It’s not working yet. I’m not sure that we’re making progress.”

“But how do we start?”



Today’s big idea: vectoring
What is vectoring?
How do we vector effectively?
What goes wrong if we don’t vector?
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Today: Vectoring
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Unknown 
Terrain

You



Vectoring: identifying the biggest dimension of risk in your project 
right now 
 

Velocity: rapid reduction of risk in the chosen dimension
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not today!

today



Bernstein theory of faculty success
To be a Stanford-tier faculty member, you need to master two skills 
that operate in a tight loop with one another.
Vectoring: identifying the biggest dimension of risk in your project 
right now 
 

Velocity: rapid reduction of risk in the chosen dimension
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not today!

today



What Is Vectoring? 
And why do we need it?



What research is not
1. Figure out what to do.
2. Do it.
3. Publish.
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What research is
Research is an iterative process of 

exploration, not a linear path from idea 
to result [Gowers 2000]



Problematic points of view

“OK, we have a good idea. 
Let’s build it / model it / 
prove it / get training data.”
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“I spent some time thinking 
about this and hacking on it, 
and it’s not going to work: it 
has a fatal flaw.”

Treating your research 
goal as a project spec 
and executing it



Idea as project spec
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Concept Result

work work work work work work

Taking a concept and trying to realize it in parallel 
across all decisions, assumptions, and goals
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You
Unknown 
Terrain

Why iterative?



Pick one vector
The more dimensions there are, the harder gradient descent 
becomes.
Instead of trying to do everything at once (project spec), pick one 
dimension of uncertainty — one vector — and focus on reducing 
its risk and uncertainty.
Scope your vector to be something you can reduce uncertainty on 
in 1–2 weeks
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Example vectors
Piloting: will this technique work at all? To answer this, we 
implement a basic version of the technique and mock in the data 
and other test harness elements.
Engineering: will this technique work with a realistic workload? To 
answer this, we need to engineer a test harness.
Proving: does the limit exist that I suspect does? To answer this, we 
start by writing a proof for a simpler case.
Design: what might this interaction look like to an end user? To 
answer this, we create a low-fi prototype.
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Implications
The vectors under consideration will each imply building different 
parts of your system. 
Rather than building them all at once, when you might have to 
change things later, vectoring instead implies that you start by 
reducing uncertainty in the most important dimension first — your 
“inner loop” — and then building out from there.
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Vectoring algorithm
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1. Generate questions 
Untested hunches, risky decisions,
high-level directions

2. Rank your questions 
Which is most critical? 

3. Pick one and answer it rapidly 
Answer only the most critical question
(This is where velocity comes into play)



Assumption mapping
Assumption mapping 
is a strategy for 
articulating questions 
and ranking them.
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Unknown

Unimportant

Important

Known



Let’s Try It



Learning
We thought that, in domains where 
ML still cannot succeed, we could 
draw on crowdsourcing to identify 
human-labeled predictive features. In 
other words, that people are great at 
identifying potentially informative 
features, but might be poor at 
weighing those features correctly to 
arrive at a prediction.
What’s our first step?
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Learning
Possible vectors:

Can people identify predictive features 
for a single domain, e.g., lie detection?
Can people estimate which features 
are going to be informative?
Would a hybrid classifier (human 
features and labels as input to an ML 
model) actually perform well?
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Teaming
We wanted to create an algorithm 
that would weave collaboration 
networks to help spread ideas over 
time by moving people from team to 
team.
What’s our first step?
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Teaming
Possible vectors:

Do new members with new 
perspectives actually exert influence in 
practice?
If we prioritize or de-prioritize 
membership rotation in a simple 
(greedy) algorithm, does it lead to 
different outcomes in the collaboration 
network?
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Photo Editing
We wanted to create an 
algorithm that would allow users 
to resize objects in photographs.
What’s our first step?
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Photo Editing
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Possible vectors:
Do cut-and-paste methods work?
Do naive 2D warping methods 
work?
What are the perceptual features 
we need to maintain, given the 
distortions that this task 
introduces?



VR Video
We wanted to create an 
authoring tool that seamlessly 
loops the VR video based on 
where the viewer is looking.
What’s our first step?
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VR Video
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Possible vectors:
How does naive looping perform?
Do viewers like watching videos 
that wait for them by looping?



Why is vectoring so 
important?



“ I f Er nes t Hemingway, J ames 
Mitchener, Neil Simon, Frank Lloyd 
Wright, and Pablo Picasso could not 
get it right the first time, what makes 
you think that you will?”

— Paul Heckel



Iteration >> planning
Ideas rarely land exactly where you expect they will. It’s best to test 
the most critical assumptions quickly, so that you can understand 
whether your hunch will play out, and what problems are worth 
spending time solving vs. kludging.
Human creative work is best in a loop of reflection and iteration. 
Vectoring is a way to make sure you’re getting the most iteration 
cycles.
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Re-vectoring
Often, after vectoring and reducing uncertainty in one dimension, it 
raises new questions and uncertainties.
In the next round of vectoring, you re-prioritize: 

If you get unexpected results and are confused (most of the time!), 
maybe it means you take a new angle to reduce uncertainty on a vector 
related to the prior one.
If you answer your question to your own satisfaction (not completely, just 
to your satisfaction), you move on to the next most important vector
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Magnitude of your vector
The result of vectoring should be something achievable in about a 
week’s sprint. If it’s not, you’ve picked too broad a question to 
answer.

If your vectoring for “Can normal people be responsible for a lot of the 
trolling online?” is “Can normal people be responsible for a lot of the 
trolling on CNN.com?”, you’re still way too broad.
That’s evidence that you’ve just rescaled your project,  
not picked a vector.
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Core and Periphery
The output of a vectoring decision should allow you to identify 
what is core and what is periphery to reducing uncertainty in your 
vector of choice. 

Core: the goal that needs to be achieved in order to answer the 
question

Periphery: the goals that can be faked, or assumed, or subsetted, or 
mocked in, so we can focus on the core.

You should be able to make strong assumptions and use temporary 
scaffolding for anything that’s periphery. (That’s the velocity skill.) 
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Assumption mapping
Assumption mapping 
is a strategy for 
articulating questions 
and ranking them.
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Unknown

Unimportant

Important

KnownTry assumption 
mapping your 
project [5min]

(197: next week’s vector)



Takeaways, in brief



1) The temptation is to try and 
solve the problem that’s set in 
front of you. Don’t.



2) Vectoring is a process of 
identifying the dimension of 
highest impact+uncertainty, and 
prioritizing that dimension while 
scaffolding the others



3) Successful vectoring enables 
you to rapidly hone in on the 
core insight of your research 
project



197
Due next Thurs 5/4: Assignment 4
Now, your project transitions to a state where your team is working 
to try and achieve the goal you set out in Assignment 3.
Each week for the next several weeks, your team will perform 
vectoring, submit a brief summary and slide, and report in section:

This week’s vector
This week’s plan
This week’s result
Next week’s vector 48



197C
Due next Thurs 5/4:

Assignment 3: Introduction
Start working towards your research milestone!
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Reminder:  
Submit your attendance on Canvas!



Slide content shareable under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
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